PRESS RELEASE

AN ULTIMATE TOOL FOR EVERY DIVER
ARBUTUS DIVE AUTOMATIC COLLECTION - AR1907
SINGAPORE, SEPTEMBER 2020 - For years, Arbutus is known to
produce quality skeleton watches for a reasonable price and houses a
team of dedicated watch engineers, who have modified and enhanced
Arbutus movements for avid mechanical watch enthusiast. To freshen up
its collection, Arbutus decided to expand their range of watches and dive
into an adventurous journey. With that, Arbutus is proud to launch it’s firstever Arbutus Dive Automatic Collection - AR1907.

The new Arbutus Dive Automatic Collection - AR1907 is an excellent
quality to price ratio, we can comfortably say that it appeals to both dive
and watch lovers. Within the 43.5mm stainless steel case of Arbutus
Dive Automatic Collection - AR1907, it houses a Swiss Movement that
improves accuracy and reliability of time on any dive trip (up to 40hours
power reserve). The AR1907 watch is secured with a screw in caseback
and screwdown crown to ensure water-resistant of up to 300 meters (30
ATM) which is safe for recreational diving and has a sapphire lens with a
magnifier at the date for better readability.

Another most distinctive element of a dive watch is the rotating bezel, as
it helps the diver to keep track of elapsed time (up to 60 minutes) for
safety reasons. The Arbutus Dive Automatic Collection - AR1907 has
a fantastic uni-directional rotating bezel with highly legible numbers on it
for easy read under water and toothed edge for a firmer grip if you are
wearing those thick dive gloves. Even if you are not diving, the presence
of the bezel can be used as a stopwatch in everyday life!

The Arbutus Dive Automatic Collection - AR1907 are equipped with
tritium gas tube on 3, 6, 9 and 12 o’clock to ensure functionality and
legibility under low-light dive conditions. These tritium gas tubes do not
require any light source to remit a glow or a battery to light up. To

enhance the legibility, Arbutus uses different shapes to indicate the time.
A luminous triangle at 12 o’clock and luminous rectangles at the 6 and 9
positions. Not only is that, the luminous hands is specially designed by
Arbutus with their special motiff.

The Arbutus Dive Automatic Collections - AR1907 comes in 6
different colours and are retailed from $599 to $637, making it value for
money as a dive watch with a Swiss Movement. The contemporary
designs of Arbutus Dive Automatic Collection - AR1907 is highly
sought-after for its versatility and tasteful designs to be worn in all
settings. Be it to look presentable for a formal business setting or a casual
weekend with your friends, the Arbutus Dive Automatic Collections AR1907 is your trusty watch companion for any adventures!

AR1907SBS
*$560/$599.20

AR1907SGS
*$560/$599.20

AR1907SRS
*$560/$599.20

AR1907SUS
*$560/$599.20

AR1907TRBS
*595/$636.70

AR1907TRUS
*595/$636.70








AR1907SBS: Black Sunray Dial, Stainless Steel with Black Bezel
AR1907SGS: Green Sunray Dial, Stainless Steel with Green Bezel
AR1907SRS: Black Sunray Dial, Stainless Steel with Black/Red
Bezel
AR1907SUS: Blue Sunray Dial, Stainless Steel with Blue Bezel
AR1907TRBS: Black Sunray Dial, Stainless Steel with Black Bezel
(Rose Gold-Plating)
AR1907TRUS: Blue Sunray Dial, Stainless Steel with Black/Blue
Bezel (Rose Gold-Plating)

ABOUT ARBUTUS
In the frenetic, exhilarating fast pace of the modern city where technology
rules our daily lives, art provides that edge of vibrancy that stirs our
creativity and redefines our personality. Specialty mechanical
watchmaker, Arbutus, stands out in the modern marketplace as an
artisanal timepiece with pure mechanical self-winding movements
featuring complications such as calendar functions, small seconds subdials and moon phases – a striking wearable piece of art that reflects the
edgy chic of the young cosmopolitan city dweller who is cool and
technologically-savvy, yet truly unique in character with a taste for
modern creativity and the unconventional. This perfect harmony of the
“art” of traditional watchmaking combined with modern styling comes
only from a pure watch brand that knows and understands consumers'
needs - Arbutus.
AVAILABILITY
Arbutus watches are available at leading department stores (TANGS at
Tang Plaza, TANGS at VivoCity, Robinsons The Heeren, OG Orchard Point
and Bencoolen) and authorised watch retailers.

Crystal Time is the official watch distributor for Arbutus.
For further information and the list of authorised retailers, please call
Crystal Time (S) Pte Ltd at +65 6747 8888, visit the website at
www.crystaltime.com.sg,
Arbutus
Singapore
Facebook
page
at
www.facebook.com/ArbutusSingapore, or Arbutus Singapore Instagram page at
https://www.instagram.com/arbutus_sg.

